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1 ·Introduction 

ATLAS calorimeter [1] energy calib~ation was done in the full ATLAS simu
lated geometry for central region 1J = 0.4 - 0.6 ( see- Fig.I) .. The samples of 
single jet eventswere·generated-with_energy 20, 50,100,500 GeV and 1 TeV. 
The analysis of the simulated data shows that standard calibration using just .· 1 

sampling coefficients for calorimeter parts· with· different_ sampling" ratio gives.· 
the.nonlinear calorimeter response.' This effect appeares due to noncompen
sated calorimeter structure. Weightirig techniqu~ [2, 3, · 4, 5]' was ail plied for_ 
calorimeter resolution improvement and Hi1earity restoration: . . 

Figure 1:. Conceptual layout of the .ATLAS cal~1·i111.etry . 
(1-: EM barrel, 2 - EM endcap,· 3 - HA barrel, 4 - HA endca1i/5 .:- be~m line) 

2 . Barrel calorhneters geo1netry . 

The common vie·w of the ATLAS calorimeter systernisrepresented oi1 .. Fif. 1. _ 
The rapidity region; up to 17 ~ '1.5 is covered by barrel calorimeters: These 
calorimeter~ are subdivided into t.hrPe detect.ortypPS [1]: 
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• Preshower detector (ps) is located in front of electromagnetic calorimeter 
and serves for particle identification, direction measurements and correc
tion of energy losses in the dead material before calorimeters. Using 
tapered material the total thickness of the preshower detector, irrespec
tive of 17 is 3 X 0 • The readout is organized in two 'shells' of ministrips, 
perpendicular to each other and located after 2 and 3 Xo for the <P and 
17 shell respectively . 

• Electromagnetic calorimeter (em) is implemented as the liquid argon 
(LAr) sampling calorimeter with Accordion technique. The transverse 
readout segmentation is 0.025 x 0.025 in the terms of pseudorapidity (11) 
and azimutal angle ( ¢) variables. The longitudinal calorimeter subdivi
sion includes three sections with 8 Xo each. 

• Hadron tile calorimeter (ha) contains the steel absorber plates which 
are interlaced with ·2 mm thick scintillator tiles. The 17 x </J readout 
granularity is 0.1 x 0. L The longitudinal readout segmentation· contains 
three sections. The total calorimeters (ps + em + ha) depth at 1J = 0 is 
about 10 A . 

3 Simulation data banks 

For simulation and analysis of the ATLAS calorimeters response on the hadron 
jets we have used SLUG, DICE and ATRECON codes [6] . The two samples 
of jets with energy 20, 50, 100, 500 GeV and l TeV were generated at 17 = 0.4 
and 17 = 0.6 directions in the full ATLAS geometry starting from the beams 
intersection point ( see Fig. 1). When simulating the magnetic field was turned 
on and absence of eledronic noise was assumed. It was done by means of the 
DICE program based on the GEANT framework. At this simulation stage there 
are output DICE banks which contain the response of all ATLAS detector 
systems ( tracker, calorimeters and muon detectors ). At the second step 
we use ATRECON code for extracting calorimeter signals from the primary 
data banks and preparing files which will be read by our calibration program. 
Such secondary banks generated by ATRECON contain sequatial unformatted 
records with following necessary information per each jet: 

• number of flashed calorimeter cells, 

• index of calorimeter tower longitudinal layer, 17, <p and amplitude signal 
for each flashed cell. 

Jet cone size cR = Jc1,2 + C<p2 = 0.6 was applied for hadron energy collec
tion. 
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4 Calorimeter calibration 

4.1 Standard calibration 

At the first time we did traditional calorimeters q1libration. Such type of 
calibration in our case could be expressed in the form: 

Erec = Ct L Ail + C2 L A;2 + 

5 8 

+c3 · L L A;j + C4 · L L A;i , 

where 
i=3 i i=6 i 

j - index of the calorimeter longitudinal segmentation; 
(j=l,2 for PS, j=3, 4, 5 for EM and j=6, 7, 8 for HA); 
i - index- of the calorimeter tower transversal segmentation; 
A;j - amplitude of the signal from the tower with indexes i, j; 
c(k), k=l, ... , 4 - callibration coefficients. 

(1) 

This standard calibration used just sampling coefficients for calorimeter 
parts with different sampling ratio. ATLAS calorimeters were calibrated with 
equation ( 1) at 50 GeV and 17 = 0.4. Coefficients c(k) were obtained by 
minimizing the energy resolution and tuning the mean value of reconstructed 
energy to 50 GeV. Then we applied this standard calibration coefficients on 
the other simulated jet banks with different energy and 17 values. The result.s 
are shown on Fig. 4 (open points). The obtained energy resolution is: 

for 17 = 0.4 and 

for 17 = 0.6 

u(E) _ 41.7% EB 2.2% 
~- JE 

u(E) _ 4o.l% EfJ 2.:3% 
~- JE 

and a bad linearity of the calorimeter response ( deviation is about 10% at the 
TeV energy region). This nonlinear calorimeter behaviour araises due to the 
steel used as absorber. Such types of calorimeters are noncompensated ones. 

4.2 Weighting technique 

The noncompensation problem of the calorimeters consists in different ampli
tude responce for electrons and for hadrons in hadron shower and could be 
solved by application of the weighting technique method [2, :3, 4, 5] for ob
taining calorimeter good linearity and energy resolution in the broad energy 
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Figure 2: Total reconstructed energy Vt'T'.S11s the 111axim11m local si11glr channel 
amplitude per event 

range. Weighting technique is the selection of some parameters which provide 
correct energy reconstruction by means of suppressing a large local e.m. energy 
deposition component of hadron shower. 

The noncompensation problPm of the ATLAS ralorimeter can be abolished 
by rneans of one of the followi11g 11iat.hernatical equations for amplitude v3due 
conversion [2, :3, 4, 5]: 

. Aii = A;i · (l - ~\'i A;j), (2) 
• J 

A;j A;j ''] 
A 11 =A;j •[l+nV;j +/3(V;j)-, ( :3) 

, A,j 

Al'.i = Aij · (1 + be -rv.7), (4) 

where 
A11 - weighted amplitude signal from the tower with indexes i, j; 

Aj = Li Aij; 
Pi - weighting coefficients ; 

V em(/111) em(/111)/ em(h,1) (I ) I · 1· I I k . . = v-. v0 -- e111 1 -ca ormiet.er 11or111a 1zec vo 11111es· art' t.a ·en D D ' 
as em (h) - calorimeter's (ij) cell volurnes dt>vided by corresponding (em or h) 
cell volurne at 17 = 0 
The other symbols have the same 11ie,111ing as in formula (I). 
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In equations (2) - (4), expression in braces serves to decrease ratio e/h > I 
by suppressing a large local (on the level of readout cell) e.m. energy deposition 
component of hadron shower. 

Application of all above-mentioned functions was clone. These functions 
(2) - ( 4) gave practically the same results. For energy Erec reconstruction we 
choose formula (2) which was applied for ATLAS test beam analysis [5]. It 
means that the formula for energy Erec reconstruction could be written as: 

Erec = CJ L Ail+ c2 LAi2 + 

5 p. 
+c3 • L L Aij · ( 1 - AJ· A;;) + 

i=3 i J 

8 p. 
+c1 · L L Aii · (I - AJ· Aij) , 

j:6 i J 

(5) 

where 
Pj, j = :3, ... , 8 - weighting coefficients. 
The other symbols have the same meaning as in formula (4). 

For EM calorimeter were used the ide11tical Pj parallleters clue to the iden
tical .radial lengths of the longitudinal segments. 

Calibration coefficients were obtained by rninirnizing the fuuct,ional: 

Lf-1 ( Ek - E;,.c)
2 + ( Erec - Einc)2 > F= N (6) 

where 
Einc - original jet energy; 
Ek - one event energy deposition; 
- N Erec = (Lk=l Ek)/N; (N - number of events). 

Minimization has been made by MINUIT prograrn with MIG RAD method 
used. Parameters were obtained on the 7/ = 0.4 jet samples by minimizing the 
energy resolution and equating the mean reconstructed energy to the incident 
one at each energy point. Obtained parameter value:=, are: 

c~T'•) = 18.8, c~•) = 11.:3, 

c~em) = 6.97 + 2.68 · c- 0·022 ·E , (7) 

c~ha) = 45.5 . 

I'3 = P4 = P5 = 0.1 , P,; = 0.15, P, = 0.27, P,; = 0. 
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Figure :3: Comparision of reconstucted energy distributions obtained by standard 
calibration ( dashed line) and by weighting technique (solid line} 

The energy reconstruction algorithm which uses formulae (5), (7) is diver
gencecl after :3 - 4 iteration. Such energy reconstruction was applied to the 
7/ = 0.4 and 7/ = 0.6 jet banks. 

The work of the weighting is clearly demonstrated on Fig.2 showing the 
total reconstructed energy versus the maximum local single channel amplitude 
per event in the calorimeter. Plots are presented for jet energies 100, 500 GeV 
and 1 TeV. 

Comparison of the reconstructed energy spectra obtained with and without 
weighting is on Fig.:3 (solid and dashed lines respectively): At the 50 GeV ener
gy point the spectrum from standard calibration is practically the same as one 
from weighting technique. It is due to the fact that calibration coefficients were 
found just at this enegry. We can see advantages of weighting with the energy 
increasing: resolution becomes better in comparison to standard calibration 
and the mean reconstructed energy value remains correct. 

5 Energy resolution and linearity 

On Fig. 4 the calorimeter linearity and energy resolution after applying two 
calibration methods are shown. The energy resolution was fitted by linear 
(a,b pictures on Fig.4) and squared (c,cl pictures on the same Figure) sums 
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Figure 4: Calorimeter energy resolution and linearity for hadrons 
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respectively by 

a-( E) _ a b a-( E) _ a b 
F;-JE+ •If;-JE!;fl. 

The comparison of standard calibration met.hod to the weighting technique 
gives a significant advantage in linearity response and better meaning for energy 
resolution as one can sec from Fig.4 . • 

The achived energy ri>solut.ion for squared su111 formula and li1warit.y are 
summarized in the table. 

Table- Energy resolution and linearity results 

Energy Energy resolution Max. line-
Calibr. arit.y de-
method a± a-a(%) b ± a-b(%) viation (%) 

ST (17 = 0.4) 41.70 ± 0.86 2.21 ± 0.15 9.6 
ST (11 = 0.6) 40.09 ± 0.66 2.26 ± 0.04 9.7 
WT (11 = 0.4) 40.:39 ± 0.89 1.51±0.14 0.5 
WT (17 = 0.6) :38.57 ± 0.69 1.51±0.12 1.4 

Sun1mary 
The ATLAS barrel calorimeters ( ps + em + ha ) jet. calibration was done 

by different approaches. The standard calibration method gives bad linearity 
for hadron noncompensat.ed calorimeter. The calibration with weighting tech
nique restores linearity and improves energy resolution. The application of the 
weighting technilJUe for barrel caloriuiet.er energy rero11st.n;ct.io11 allows 01w t.o 
achive results : 

• barrel calorirneter's linearity is bet.I.er than: 
0.5% for pseudorapidity value 11 = 0.4 , 
1.4% for pseudorapidity value 11 = 0.6 ; 

• barrel calorimeter's resolution for 17 = 0.4 17 = 0.6 is respectively 

a-( E) 
E 

a-( E) 

E 

40.4% 
../if !;fl 1.5%' 

:38.6% 
,IE $1.5%. 
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AcrBau;aTypoB A.P. H .ll.P• E13-94-522 
Kaim6pOBKa ATLAS KaJIOpHMeTpOB npH IlOMOin;H CTpy~ 

HpoBe,ll.eHa KaJIH6poBKa Ka.n:opHMeTpoB u;eHTpaJibHOro MO.ll.YJI.SI ycraHOBKH 
ATLAS, nocpe,ll.CTBOM CTaH,ll.apTHOro MeTO,ll.a H TeXHHKH B3BemHBaHH51 
(weighting technique). Mero~ CTaH.ll.a.P:THOH Ka.n:H6poBKH ,ll.aer :uey,ll.OBJieT

. BOpHTeJibHOe 3HalleHHe. JIHHeHHOCTH ,ll.J!.51 HeCKOMneHCHPOBaHHOI'O a,ll.pOHHOI'O 
Ka.n:opnMeTpa. Ka.n:H6poBKa MeTO,ll.Ol'd B3BemnBaHH51 no3BOJIHJia BOCCTaHOBHTb 
JIHHeHHOCTh c TOl!HOCTbIO .ll.O 0,5% H yJiyl!mHTh sHepreTHlleCi(Oe pa3pemeHHe 
,ll.O 38,6%/VE $1,5% npH 3Hal!eHHH nceB,ll.06bICTpOTbI1J = 0,6. 

Pa6oTa BhlnOJIHeHa B Jia6opaTOpnii: 51,ll.epHbIX npo6JieM 011.SUi. 

Coo61I\em-1e Om,e,11ttHeHHOro HHCTHT)'Ta l!Ae~HhlX HCCJie,110BaH11~. J:J:y6Ha, _ 1994 

Astvatsaturov A.R. ei al. · E13-94_:522 
A Ti.AS Calorimeters Energy Calibration for Jets 
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The .calibration of ATLAS ·barrel calorimeters (including presliower 
system, electromagnetic Liquid Argon calorimeter and scintillating hadron tile 
calorimeter) was done -by standard calibration and weighting technique 
approaches.·· The standard calibration· gives the bad linearity· for hadron 
no'ncompensated calorimeter. Tlie calibration with weighting_ technique, in 
comparision with standard calibration, restoresJinearity and improves energy 
resolution up to 38.6%/vE $ LS% for17 =0.6'. . 

The investigation has been' perfornied at · the Laboratory of Nuclear 
Problems, JINR. . . . . . 
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